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We're excited about a major initiative underway in 2019 called
Taking New Ground. As a church, we've been blessed to see
ministries move forward as we share the hope of Jesus with our
community. We long to meet people where they are in ways that are
relevant to their needs, and to do that we are pursuing some big
dreams and plans. However, we know we can't "take new ground" as
a church unless it happens first in our individual lives spiritually.
This study seeks to help Community Groups do just that: examine
what it looks like to take new ground spiritually. We will focus on
three specific areas: taking new ground in personal worship, in our
relationships,and in our witness.
Blessings to you as you discover what "new ground" God has in store
for you and your group members!
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SESSIO N O N E

/TAKINGNEWGROUND:
AVISION FORMORE/

Q: When you hear the phrase ?taking new ground,? what imagery
comes to mind?

- Probably: military conquest (think Braveheart!), accomplishment or achieving a
goal,material gain,a mountain-climber topping a previously un-conquered
peak,the forceful advance of an idea or agenda, etc.

Q: On a personal level, what do you think it means to ?take new
ground? spiritually?

- Hopefully answers focus on spiritual growth,obedience,increased maturity,
the advancement of God?s kingdom, growth of the church,etc.

We see an interesting paradox in narrative of the Early Church as seen
in Acts and the other New Testament books. We see a clear picture of
the advancement of God?s Kingdom as lived out through the spread of
the gospel and expansion of the church through the Roman world. It?s
the initial fulfillment of Jesus? promise to build his church and that
nothing would overcome it (Matt. 16:18). Yet we don?t see the forceful
aggression that we may tend to imagine when ?taking new ground.?
There?s no emotionally-charged, ?hoo-rah? kind of rally cry to ?go forth
and conquer!? a la, Mel Gibson as William Wallace in the movie
Braveheart.
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Certainly there have been those throughout church history (beginning
with Peter, Matt. 18:10-11) who have mistakenly attempted to advance
God?s kingdom through their own means or even the compulsion of
force. But all these failed to realize this is the not the posture of a
Christ-follower which God has chosen as the means for advancing His
mission. The Early Church flourished and grew not as a result of forceful
assault, but through exactly the opposite: submission.
That may seem counterintuitive or even contradictory, but look at an
example from Acts 4. This is a snapshot of the Early Church, likely in the
weeks or months following the Day of Pentecost in Acts 2. Acts 4:23-37
comes on the heels of Peter and John?s arrest and instruction to stop
preaching. Read this passage and consider the question: What did
taking new ground look like for these early believers?

/READ/ Acts4:23-37
Q: When we look at Acts 4 (all of Acts, really), what does taking new
ground look like for the early church?

- Kingdom advancement,demonstration of God?s power at work in/through
them,living in community,bold proclamation of the gospel,unbelievers being
saved,taking the gospel to others (later in Acts: JerusalemCouncil,Paul?s
missionary journeys).
The posture of those early believers was not one of assault through
aggression, but rather kingdom advance through submission. You
probably recognize that on its surface, submission seems antithetical to
advancement, but as we will see, this is actually a consistent theme
throughout Scripture. In God?s economy, the way He has chosen to take
new ground is through the posture of submission. And, like the apostles
and early believers who faced frequent attacks, by learning to live lives
characterized by biblical submission, we can live without being
overcome. Through the power and promise of the gospel, we are a part
of the advancement of God?s kingdom.
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Over the course of these four sessions, we will examine what this
posture of submission looks like in the life of a believer, and draw
specific application for how God is calling each of us to take new ground
in our own spiritual lives.

/READ/ Acts4:23-31
Q: What is the believers?response to the opposition experienced in
4:1-22?

- Though they could have responded in fear resulting in reservation,they
instead responded by affirming their confidence in God?s sovereignty and
wisdom. In the face of opposition, persecution,and threats, they did not shrink
away or flee,rather they responded in boldness. Notice, they did not pray for
God to change their circumstances,or remove the persecution or even for
protection; rather,they prayed for increased boldness in their witness! In so
doing,they were demonstrating a posture of submission to God.

Q: How would you summarize their prayer in 4:24-30? (What is the
essence of their prayer?)

Q: Where do you see examples of submission being lived out by
these believers in Acts 4:23-37?

- To God?s plan and sovereignty (4:23-28)
To God?s power (4:29-30; ?you stretch out your hand to heal?)
To God?s Spirit (4:31)
To each other (4:32,34-35)
To the Apostles?teaching and leadership (4:33,35,37)

So, how do we emulate the first believers?posture of submission as we
seek to follow God?s leading in our world today? The rest of the New
Testament is effectively just that: instruction on how we are to live out
our identity as followers of Christ, and calling to participate in His
kingdom advance. However, let?s look at one portion of Paul?s letter to
the Ephesians that will give some specific application.
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We?re going to pick up mid-way through Ephesians 5, but it?s important
to understand the context of Ephesians 5, as it?s built upon the
foundational theology established in chapters 1-3. So, here is a
paraphrased outline of the basic flow of the letter...

- Paul begins Ephesians with an overflowing declaration of what Christ has
accomplished through this death and resurrection--of which we are direct
beneficiaries (Eph.1). Every one of us (regardless of ethnic origin) is in the
same boat--we once were dead and helpless, but now alive and seated with
Christ (2:1-10).
- We all now share the same identity and are uniquely united with Christ and
with one another (2:11-22).
- The mystery of the gospel (that which was previously unknown, but now
understood) is that God?s plan is not just for Jews, but for Gentiles as well
(3:1-13).
- We need supernatural strength to embrace our identity and live as followers
of Christ (3:14-21).
- In 4:1,Paul begins to give direct application of what all the previous
theological understanding should lead to. Living in true unity is the proper
outworking of our salvation, made possible through the new identity and life
we have in Christ (4:1-24).
- We should pursue holiness,characterized by love, rather than pursue earthly
desires (4:25-5:21).
- Our relationships should be different--characterized by love and willing
submission (5:22-6:9).
- God has given us everything we need to stand firmand live out all that we?re
called to (6:10-20).
With all that in mind...

/READ/ Ephesians5:15-21
Paul begins this passage with the following: ?Look carefully then how
you walk, not as unwise but as wise, making the best use of the time,
because the days are evil?(vv.15-16).
Q: What do you think Paul means when says to make ?the best use
of the time??
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The phrase translated ?making the best use of time?or ?making the most
of every opportunity? has sometimes been rendered ?redeeming the
time.? The Greek verb there is exagorazo, of which the root ( agora ) is a
reference to the town marketplace. This word literally means ?to buy?
(lit. ?to take out of the market?). So, ?buying up the time? is to seize the
day, to grab it while it?s good!
Also significant is Paul?s choice of words for ?time.? While there are a
number of biblical words which denote time, the word used in this text
is kairos (?season?). The significance of this use is best seen by
contrasting it with another word, chronos. Whereas chronos refers only
to the flow of time, and one event following another (the idea involved in
our word ?chronology?), kairos refers to a moment that is especially
significant or favorable. Left to themselves ?the days are evil,? but they
can be redeemed from evil for good by the wise Christian.
The implication of Paul?s words here is that we each have a unique
opportunity before us, and the question is what will we do with that
opportunity--squander it, or redeem it?! [Greear]

Q: What opportunities do we miss when we?re preoccupied with our
own advancement, selfishness, and personal agenda?

Paul?s emphasis on unity would indicate that this Early Church was
divided by in-fighting and racial segregation. The implication of this
verse is that they are missing opportunities God intends for them!

Q: In light of Paul?s focus throughout the letter on unity, how do we
make the best use of our time?

Through this study we want to focus on how God is calling us
individually and as a church to ?make the best use of our time.?
Specifically, we will focus on three ways we can ?make the best use of
the time,? by taking new ground in personal worship, in our
relationships, and in our witness. As we saw in the church in Acts 4, that
10
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doesn?t happen through the forceful advance of our mission; it actually
happens through our submission--submission to God?s Spirit,
submission to one another, and submission to our calling.

Q: In just thinking about this idea of submission, is there anything
about that makes you uncomfortable? If so, why?

- The word submission makes many Christians uncomfortable. We may squirmor
murmur against the apparent injustice of it--we?ve wrongly equated submission
with oppression. These fears may be legitimately based on past examples of
people abusing or misusing the Bible?s teaching on submission. Be honest and
sensitive to that, yet this doesn?t invalidate the command to do it!

We hope to correct some of those misconceptions or overcome fears
through this study.

Q: Jesus is our ultimate example of submission, though it?s a facet of
his life and ministry that we don?t often immediately think about.
In what ways did Jesus model submission for us? (If you can cite
specific references, even better.)

Th e Pow er of Su bm ission in t h e Bible
Christ lived in perfect submission to the Father. The Father did not
coerce Him to ?become flesh and dwell among us? (Jn. 1:14). Jesus
chose to enter the fallen, sinful world to lay down his life on the cross
(Jn. 15:13) so that God could save the world through him (Jn. 3:17). Jesus
Christ came from Heaven of his own volition to die on the cross. He
chose to place himself under the authority of the Father while incarnate.
In Philippians 2:6-7 Paul vividly illustrates this submission of his will to
the Father?s through the incarnation.
Matthew records Christ?s perfect submission most vividly in the Garden
of Gethsemane the night before his crucifixion. The Gospel writer draws
us into a vision of Jesus in communion with the Father. We see Jesus?
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anguish as he faces the horrors of the cross. Jesus?words reverberate
through the ages, ?My Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from me;
nevertheless, not as I will, but as you will? (Matt. 26:39). Even with the
terror of death looming, Christ does not exercise His own will but obeys
His Father. In the garden, Jesus refuses to avoid the cross. He pleads in
agony for strength to fulfill His Father?s will. Hebrews 5 reminds us:
?During the days of Jesus? life on earth, he offered up prayers and
petitions with loud cries and tears to the one who could save him from
death, and he was heard because of his reverent submission? (Heb.
5:7-8).
Perfect submission made Jesus subject himself to the unjust control and
power of sinful man. He stood silent before Pilate. Pilate asserts his
authority over Christ, ?Don?t you realize I have power either to free you
or to crucify you?? (Jn. 19:10) Jesus answers, ?You would have no power
over me if it were not give to you from above?(Jn. 19:11).

Q: Reflected in Jesus?response to Pilate is a clear perspective on his
circumstances which was centered on the supremacy of the Father.
When you inevitably experience injustice and pain in exercising
submission, how can you develop and maintain this same
perspective?

- No ?fluff?or ?Sunday School?answers allowed! Really push your group to drill
down on practically how we can develop and maintain this same perspective
on our circumstances when submission becomes difficult.
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/APPLICATION/
We all practice submission in our daily lives--whether it be to our boss,
our families or friends, government or other authority structures--but
we don?t consciously recognize it as submission. This week, attune
yourself to where you willingly submit to someone else. Make a mental
note as it happens--maybe say out loud to yourself: ?I?m choosing to
submit myself to _______, right now.? M ake a daily log of all t h e
in st an ces of su bm ission you pr act ice t h is w eek . Com e pr epar ed
n ext w eek t o sh ar e w h at su r pr ises you f r om doin g t h is exer cise.
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SESSIO N TW O

/TAKINGNEWGROUND
IN PERSONALWORSHIP/

Last week we talked about taking new ground, and started with the
foundational understanding that as the people of God, the way we take
new ground is not through forceful advance of our plan or agenda, but
rather through submission.
You were challenged last week to make a daily log of all the instances of
submission you practice this past week. So, let?s talk about it.

Q: Was it difficult to consciously recognize examples of submission
in your daily life?

Q: Were you confronted with any opportunities to choose
submission over choosing your own way? If so, share about it. Did
the exercises help or hinder your ability to submit?

Q: When do you find it most difficult to submit to someone else?

Q: Is it typically easier for you to submit to someone you love or
someone with whom you have no relationship? Why is that?

- Obviously,it?s easier when there?s a relationship. However, don?t gloss over
this. Really drill down on what motivates us to more willingly submit to those
we love.
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We want to focus this week on the role of submission in taking new
ground in our personal worship. We recently looked at Romans 12:1-2
in our weekend sermon series, two verses that are probably familiar to
most of us. Let?s look at what it says about personal worship.

/READ/ Romans12:1-2
Q: What does Paul say here is our spiritual act of worship?

Q: Based on this, what is a possible definition of worship we could
work from?

- Get input frommultiple people and try to arrive at a simple, but accurate
definition of worship based on Rom.12:1-2
Though they will vary,try to arrive at something along these lines: ?Worship is
a complete offering of all that we are to God.?
Complete offering = complete, without limit; everything; without qualification
All that we are = mind,body, soul,and spirit; the entirety of life and identity
We?ve defined worship, but how do we practically do that? In Romans
6:13, Paul instructs: ?Do not present your members to sin as
instruments for unrighteousness, but present yourselves to God as
those who have been brought from death to life, and your members to
God as instruments for righteousness.? We clearly have a choice of
what we do with our bodies and our lives.
Consider the following quote from author Gary Thomas:
?The hallmark of Christianity, now as ever, is the transformation into
a new and far more compelling person: ?Therefore, I urge you,
brothers, in view of God?s mercy, to offer your bodies as living
sacrifices, holy and pleasing to God--this is your spiritual act of
worship' (Romans 12:1).
?The ?spiritual act of worship?is not just singing songs. It is a total
offering of who we are. Renowned New Testament scholar C.E.B.
Cranfield wrote, 'The Christian, already God?s by right of creation
and by right of redemption, has yet again to become God?s by
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virtue of his own free surrender of himself. And this self-surrender
has, of course, to be continually repeated.'
How do I worship God? By continually surrendering the members
of my body to become his servants and his instruments of peace.
It?s a worship that goes far beyond singing choruses or trying to
obey a few moral laws; it speaks of a profound transformation. To
live under the idols of our age--whether pride, greed, narcissism, or
lust--is ultimately to live under perpetual illusion. Worse, we
become unaware of how blind, how deaf, and how shockingly
insensitive we have become.
The surprising message of the incarnation--and later of Christ?s
ascension--is this: ?Don?t try to escape the world, but rather go
deeper into the world. See it as you have never seen it. See it with
God?s eyes. Hear it with God?s ears. Feel it with God?s heart. Think
about it with God?s mind'." [Thomas]
Q: What stands out to you from this quote?

A key to how we live out this whole-life worship is found in Paul?s
instruction in Ephesians 5.

/READ/ Romans12:1-2andthenEphesians5:15-18
Q: Compare Ephesians 5:15-18 and Romans 12:1-2, especially v. 2.
Though some of the wording is different, what parallels do you see?

Rom . 12:2

Eph . 5:15-21

Worldly/Godly contrast

Worldly/Godly contrast

Do not be conformed, be transformed

Careful how you walk; live wisely

Test/approve the will of God

Know the will of God

Renewing of the mind

Be filled with the Spirit
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Q: What conclusions can we draw from these two passages about
submission and God?s will for us?

- Submitting ourselves to God is central in both passages. This submission is
central to God?s will for us.
In the Ephesians 5 passage, Paul introduces the idea of being ?filled with
the Spirit,?which is key to whole-life worship, so we?re going to zero in on
what that means and how we can be obedient to this command.

Q: Notice the contrast Paul paints in 5:18 between being drunk with
wine and filled with the Spirit. What understanding of the Spirit?s
filling might we draw from this contrast?

- When one drinks alcohol, you are willingly allowing a foreign substance to
have control over the mental and physical functions of your body. Paul is
asserting that rather than choosing to be controlled by alcohol,we should
choose to be controlled by the Holy Spirit.
?Debauchery?is not a word we often use in daily language. Other good
translations are ?reckless living?or ?excessive living.?
Our English use of the word ?fill? typically has a physical or spatial
connotation: e.g. a glass that is filled with a liquid. However, being
Spirit-filled does not imply that believers are empty and in need of an
outside substance to fill us up.

- ?Filling of the Spirit?is sometimes confused with ?baptism of the Spirit.?
However, these are clearly two different things in Scripture. Spirit-baptismis a
theological reality that happens once at the moment of salvation,by which
Jesus through the Holy Spirit places the believer into the Body of Christ (1 Cor.
12:13 ; cf.John 7:37 -39).
The meaning of the Greek word for ?filling? (plerousthe) is much more
rich and helpful in illustrating the scriptural meaning of Spirit-filled. The
root word, pleroo, has three shades of meaning.
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1. The first carries the idea of pr essu r e or f or ce. It is used to describe
wind billowing the sails on a ship, providing the impetus to move the
vessel across the water. Or, imagine tossing a stick into a river and then
running downstream to see the twig come floating by, propelled only by
the force of the water. To be filled with the Spirit means yielding to the
gracious pressure of the Holy Spirit.
2. It can also convey the idea of per m eat ion . The pain reliever Alka
Seltzer illustrates this principle quite effectively--when you drop one or
two tablets into a glass of water, they instantly begin to fizz and dissolve.
Soon the tablets are transformed into clear bubbles throughout the
glass, and the water is permeated with the distinct flavor of the Alka
Seltzer. In a similar sense, God wants the Holy Spirit to permeate and
flavor our lives so when we're around others they will know for certain
we possess the pervasive savor of the Spirit.
3. The third meaning, which is the primary one in the New Testament,
conveys the sense of dom in at ion or t ot al con t r ol. It is the same word
used by the Gospel writers to indicate that people were dominated by a
certain emotion. In Luke 5:26, after Jesus rebuked the Pharisees and
healed the paralytic, the people were astonished and "filled with fear."
In Luke 6:11, when Jesus restored a man's hand on the Sabbath, the
scribes and Pharisees "were filled with rage." When Jesus told the
disciples that He would soon be leaving them, He told of their reaction:
"sorrow has filled your heart" (John 16:6). Each of those uses reveals an
emotion so overwhelming within the people that it dominated their
thoughts and excluded every other emotion. [MacArthur]

Q: What insights about Spirit-filling stand out to you from
these three meanings of ?filled??

For further clarification, here are a few truths about Spirit-filling that are
worth noting:
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1. It begins as a question of our will. The fact that we?re commanded to
be Spirit-filled means it is a choice we can make. By contrast, Paul also
talks about the opposite of Spirit-filling. Negatively, a believer in Christ
can "quench" or "grieve" the Holy Spirit (1 Thess. 5:19, Eph. 4:30 ). Our
choice to sin hinders the work of God's Spirit in our life. But when a
believer in Christ lives in obedience to God's will and commands, he or
she should expect to see God's Spirit living through them.
2. It?s not a feeling. While Spirit-filling has a supernatural element to it,
it?s not an emotional high or any other kind of mere feeling. Though
emotions and feelings may be involved, Spirit-filling supersedes these
things.
3. It?s not an ?out-of-body experience.? Thinking of submitting to the
Holy Spirit may conjure images of a robot being mindlessly controlled by
its creator. But this is clearly not what?s in view in Spirit-filling.
Spirit-filling requires our active participation and presence as the Holy
Spirit lives through us.
4. It?s not a one-time experience, but an on-going process. Some have
misrepresented Spirit-filling as a one-time emotional experience you
initiate, which instantly places you into some inner circle of spiritual
maturity. However, a literal translation of the verb would read
something like "be being kept filled." The idea is one of keeping yourself
constantly filled, as you yield moment by moment to the leading of the
Spirit. "Be filled" is in the passive voice, indicating that you receive the
action? the Holy Spirit is continuously filling you.
In short, we can say that the essence of being ?filled with the Spirit? can
be defined as submission to the Holy Spirit?s presence and control.
While that sounds simple, it?s obviously easier said than done! So, how
do we actually do that--live in submission to the Spirit?s presence and
control? In answering that question, it can be helpful to compare
several of Paul?s writings to identify how we actually do that.
Ephesians and Colossians were letters most likely written about the
same time, to similar audiences. Overall, the structures and themes of
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both letters are similar; however, there is one passage in each that
directly parallels the other.
Read the two passages and note the parallels.

- If you have a white board or paper to jot down notes illustrating the parallels,
that may be helpful.

/READ/ Ephesians5:18-6:9 andColossians3:16-4:1
Q: What similarities do you see in these two passages? Where does
Paul?s language differ?
Eph esian s 5:18 - 6:9

Colossian s 3:16 - 4:1

18. Be filled with Holy Spirit

16. Let Word of Christ dwell in you richly

19. Address each other in psalms,
hymns and spiritual songs

16. Address each other in psalms, hymns
and spiritual songs

20. Thanksgiving

16. Thanksgiving

21. Submitting to one another

17. Do everything in the name of the Lord

22. Wives

18. Wives

25. Husbands

19. Husbands

6:1. Children

20. Children

4. Fathers

21. Fathers

5. Slaves

22. Slaves

9. Masters

4:1. Masters

From these parallel passages we can safely say that an essential part of
being ?filled with the Spirit? is letting ?the Word of Christ richly dwell in
you.?
Q: Does the correlation of God?s Word and Spirit-filling surprise you?
If so, why? If not, what do you see as the connection between the
two?

- One can be filled with the Spirit only when controlled by the Word. It is
knowing truth and obeying it.
20
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/APPLICATION/
This week, we want to practice one new way of letting the Word of Christ
dwell in you. Have your group brainstorm practical, tangible ways to
incorporate God?s Word into daily life. Below are some suggestions.
Make sure all suggestions are specific, tangible, and something you can
do this week.
Have everyone identify one thing they will commit to do this week. Go
around and have them declare out loud what they will do. Let them
know you will revisit this next week to see what they experience.
Additional Suggestions for Everyone:

- Make a Plan. Make a plan now for a time,place, and method to whatever
you?re committing to do. If you don?t have a realistic plan,it will never
happen!
- Find an accountability partner. Ask someone to check in with you periodically
to see whether or not you?ve followed through on your commitment to read or
memorize Scripture.
Suggested Ideas for Bible Engagement: (continued on next page)

- Memorize a verse of Scripture.There are a number of verses we?ve looked at
today that would be worth memorizing. Use a Scripture memory app,or write
themon 3x5 cards and carry them with you. Or,write it on your bathroom
mirror or other visible place you?re likely to see it multiple times a day.
- Commit a set amount of time each day to read Scripture. Focus on a short
book or just one passage of Scripture. Read slowly, multiple times. Soak in it,
rather than rushing through for speed or just information.
- Find a reading plan you can stick with. It sounds great to say you?re going to
read through the Bible in a year, but start with something a little less
ambitious. The YouVersion Bible app has lots of reading plans to use. Also,
the Foundations 260 is a great reading plan:
https://replicate.org/f260-bible-reading-plan/
- With your spouse,or as a family, read one chapter of Scripture each day. Doing
so right before or during breakfast would be a great way to start each day!
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- Fast from social media this week. For just one week! Every time you?re
tempted to use social media, review your memory verse, instead (see #1).
- Capture negative thoughts. Pray for the Lord to help you quickly discern when
you are thinking negatively and to fill your mind with truth, instead. This is a
great time to review your memory verse (see #1).
- Journal. After you read a passage of Scripture,write out a prayer in response
to what you?ve just read. Writing it out forces us to slow down, be clear and
specific,and we remember it better.
- Listen to Scripture on your drive to work or school.
- Sing a psalm,hymn or other spiritual song.
- Keep a running Gratitude List. Once a day or throughout the day,keep a
running list of all the things you?re thankful for. At the end of each day pray a
prayer of thanksgiving to God for all these gifts.
- Read Scripture in bed right before you go to sleep.
- Identify down time that?s currently wasted, and commit to reading Scripture or
working on a memory verse during that time. e.g.waiting in the car rider line,
at your child?s sports practice, in the shower,while on the treadmill at the gym
- Hand copy Scripture. You can use a guided tool like the Journible series or just
get a blank journal/notebook. Copy one chapter or passage of Scripture at a
time. By doing so,you are effectively meditating on each verse multiple times.

Su ggest ed Resou r ces
A Long Obedience in the Same Direction, Eugene Peterson
The Good and Beautiful God, James Bryan Smith
Holy Available, Gary Thomas
Knowing God, J.I. Packer
Sacred Pathways, Gary Thomas
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/TAKINGNEWGROUND
IN PERSONALRELATIONSHIPS/

Q: At the end of last session we each chose one application to
engage with Scripture differently this past week. So, how did it go?
Were you able to follow through? If so, what did you experience as a
result?
Last week we looked at taking new ground in personal worship and
focused on how we do that through being filled with the Spirit. This
week, we want to focus on taking new ground in our relationships. We
want to look at the passage that follows what we looked at last
week--Ephesians 5:18 and following; because how we take new ground
in relationships is tied to Spirit-filling.

/READ/ Ephesians5:18-21
Q: After directing us to be filled with the Spirit, he gives three direct
examples or applications of that: addressing one another? (v.19),
giving thanks (v.20), and submitting to one another? (v.21). What?s
the connection between these three examples?

- Two of the three are explicitly relational (addressing and submitting; one
could argue thanksgiving also likely has a relational component to it).
Spirit-filling is ultimately demonstrated in how we live our lives, which
impacts those around us.
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Let?s look briefly at these three examples of living out Spirit-filling?
Addressing one another? (v.19)
Q: Why do you think Paul suddenly gets musical in verse 19? What
do songs have to do with Spirit-filling and redeeming the time?

- Some have suggested that this is still part of the contrast between wine and
the Spirit. Paul might be thinking about tavern songs,people drinking
together and singing bawdy tunes. Specifically, in that culture there were
hymns that honored Bacchus, the god of drinking and debauchery. Paul could
be saying, ?You see your neighbors going out to the bars,getting sloppy drunk
and singing foolish ditties.But you have access to a far greater power. God?s
Spirit will fill you and excite you and affect your behavior.It will draw you
together with others, singing songs. But these are meaningful songs of
gratitude to the Lord." [Greear]
Q: Why do you think Paul uses three different words for songs?
Does he have different things in mind or is he just being redundant?

- Perhaps he?s offering a kind of menu of worship. The words psalmand hymn
come into English directly from Greek. Psalms are the songs fromthe
Scriptures used in Jewish worship. Hymns are more of a Greek tradition. Poets
crafted lines of praise to the various gods of that culture and these were set to
music. It?s possible that early Christians were altering Greek hymns to use in
their own worship,or perhaps they were writing their own. ?Spiritual songs?
were probably less formal,maybe lines of music inspired by the Spirit within a
service.
Q: According to v. 19, we speak to one another in these songs. We
usually think about singing in corporate worship being directed at
God, but what effect can we have when we address one another
through our songs?

Q: How do you think that gathering together in worship helps us to
?understand what the will of the Lord is? (5:17)?

- While the Spirit guides individuals,He also works through the church. The
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Scriptures speak God?s truth to each one of us, but we also read the Word
together, learning how to apply it to our lives. We confirm for one another the
leading of the Lord. We gather in worship and offer our praises and concerns
to God, but this also draws us into a community of faith. Together we listen to
the Lord.

Giving Thanks (v.20)
Q: Paul instructs to give thanks always and for everything. What do
you find most challenging about that?

Q: What do you think the connection is between Spirit-filling and
being able to give thanks always and for everything?

Submitting to one another? (v.21)
The most difficult part of this text for both ancient readers and us is the
expectation that Christians submit to each other. We often bristle even
at the mention of the word.

Q: Of Paul?s three commands in vv.19-21 (addressing? , thanksgiving,
submitting? ), why is this one often the hardest for us?

- Pastor Charles Spurgeon wrote, ?Alack of submission is no new or rare fault in
mankind.Ever since the fall it has been the root of all sin? From the moment
when our mother Eve stretched out her hand to pluck the forbidden fruit and
her husband joined her in setting up the human will against the divine,the
sons of men have universally been guilty of a lack of conformity to the will of
God.They choose their own way and will not submit their wills.Man wants to
be his own law and his own master.? [Spurgeon]
Submission in general is difficult due to our human nature; but even more so
when having to submit to another human being.
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?Some have argued that mutual submission is illogical, which it is, if
viewed apart from Christ. The word translated submit means ?to
arrange under, to submit.? It implies a hierarchy. But while everybody is
below Christ (Eph. 1:22), Paul says in 5:21 that all Christians should make
a habit of placing themselves under all other Christians. This text does
not ask some Christians to submit to other Christians. It directs all
Christians to submit to one another. No privileged group is in view.
Paul wants Christians to reject self-centeredness and work for the good
of others. Submission is nothing more than a decision about the
relative worth of others.? [Snodgrass]
Q: The last sentence in that quote is significant: ?Submission is
nothing more than a decision about the relative worth of others.?
How does the way you value another person impact your willingness
to submit to that person?

Q: Our society places a high value on equality. How is mutual
submission different than equality?

- Mutual submission is actually a much stronger idea than mere equality. With
equality,you still have a battle of rights. Equality can exist without love, but it
will not create a Christian community. With mutual submission,we give up
rights and support each other. Mutual submission is love in action. It brings
equal valuing and is the power of by which a distinctly Christian community
establishes itself. [Snodgrass]
Q: What attitudes toward other Christians will we have if we are
submitting to one another out of reverence for Christ?

Q: What are some things we might do--or do differently--if we are
submitting to one another?

Q: What if we subordinate our own interests to another Christian?s
interests, but that person isn?t interested in mutual submission?
What if that person takes advantage of our commitment to mutual
submission--how should we respond?
26
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Q: Paul adds that our submission to one another is to be ?out of
reverence for Christ.? What do you see as the connection between
the two?

Six Things Submission Is Not
Pastor/author John Piper suggests the following six clarifying points of
what submission is NOT. They have been paraphrased below. Read
through this list and ask people to identify which one or two
misconceptions they tend to be most prone to fall for.
1. Submission is not agreeing on everything. 1 Peter 3:1-6 addresses a
marital example of submission in which a Christian is married to an
unbelieving husband. Submission does not mean you must agree on
everything, including the opinions, politics, or preferences of the other
person, even on things as fundamental and serious as the Christian
faith!
2. Submission does not mean you can?t think for yourself. It doesn?t
mean someone else does all the thinking or decision making.
Conversely, leadership does not mean you do not listen. Leadership
doesn?t mean always getting the last word. Good leadership often says,
?You were right; I was wrong.?
3. Submission does not mean you can?t still influence that other person.
Submission does not mean avoiding the effort to influence or change
the other person. The highest good we can desire for another person is
to see them transformed more and more into the likeness of Jesus--that
is the most loving thing we can do. Submission doesn?t mean we don?t
seek to influence others and push them to change for the good.
4. Submission is not putting the will of the other person before the will of
Christ. We all have one Lord--Jesus Christ. If the will of that other
person is at odds with the will of Christ, when forced to choose between
the two, we must choose submission to Jesus. How that is
communicated is important, though! Our submission to Christ over
submission to another is not to be presented in a haughty, demeaning,
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or arrogant way. But rather, in an inviting tone that communicates: ?I
want to submit to you, but cannot in this moment, in this way.?
5. Submission does not mean depending on that other person as the
means to one?s spiritual strength. No other person serves as an
intermediary between us and God--that?s solely the role of Jesus (1 Tim.
2:5). We are united with Christ and He is our source of spiritual
strength. He is the one who shapes our values, our desires, and our
worldview.
6. Submission does not mean living or acting in fear. We?re called to fear
God alone, not any other human (Matt. 10:26-28. Note: if this is true of
our enemies, how much more true should it be for those who are
spiritual family!) Biblical submission is not forced manipulation or
acquiescing out of fear (physical or other), but rather willful submission
based on respect. [Piper]

Q: After reading through this list, which misconception of biblical
submission are you most prone to fall for?

Q: Are there other misconceptions about biblical submission that
you think are worth noting?

It?s important to note that Paul?s command for all Christians to submit to
one another is the basis for what he says in the following verses.
Building on this assertion of mutual, willful submission Paul gives
specific application in several primary relationships centered around the
household.

/READ/ Ephesians5:21-6:9
?Because the family household was (and is) the most basic unit of
society, Paul wants Christians to live ?in the Lord? in their family
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relationships. Roman households typically included at least one slave.
In that hierarchical culture, everybody assumed that wives would obey
their husbands, children would obey their fathers, and slaves, their
masters. The attitude toward and standing of women was different
within Judaism than in Roman society, but in both cultures women were
expected to submit obediently to their fathers until marriage and then
to their husbands. They were also expected to practice their father?s or
husband?s religion. Slaves, whether male or female, were considered
property. There was a range of views of how they should be treated, but
violence toward them was commonplace.
Paul shocked his society by valuing women and slaves at the level of
men and masters (Gal. 3:28). He told women they should be loyal to
Christ even if their husbands opposed their faith (1 Cot. 7:15). And while
his readers might have been reassured by his instructions to wives,
children, and slaves in Ephesians 5:21-6:9 (since he wasn?t completely
undermining the social order), they would also have been astonished
that Paul directly addressed wives and slaves, and astounded by his
instructions to husbands. Instead of simply exhorting the weaker
parties to submission and leaving it at that, he exhorted the party with
the most power, the man, to mutual submission as well.? [A Walk thru the
Book of Ephesians]

Q: In light of the social context in which Paul was writing, how do
you think the original audience would have received this idea of
mutual submission? What would have surprised them and why?

Q: Husbands, according to 5:26-27, what should your ultimate desire
for your wife be? Can you genuinely want to see someone sanctified
and transformed without loving them?

Q: What does marriage in particular show us about Christ according
to this passage and should this affect the way that spouses relate to
each other?
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Q: Why do you think Paul adds the image of union, in vv. 31-32?
What does it contribute to the comparison he has been building
from verse 23 on?

Q: Parents, 6:4 makes it clear that the discipline and instruction of
your children is a sacred responsibility. What does mutual
submission look like in the parent - child relationship? In what ways
can you as parent submit to your child appropriately?

-

Try to think of specific, real-life examples.

Q: Is it possible to live in mutual submission and still lead with
confidence? Explain.

Ephesians 6:5-9 addresses the slave and master relationship. In Roman
times, the population of Ephesus was roughly 250,000. Of those, its
estimated that 60,000 were slaves (almost a quarter of the population).
So it?s very likely that in the church, similar ratios were represented.
While there is not a direct parallel to the Roman system of slavery in our
modern society, we most often will make application to the employer
and employee relationship. Think beyond employment to any
relationship in which one individual is in a place of leadership or
authority over another: work/boss, government/citizen, church/spiritual
leaders, club or organization/member.

Q: If Paul instructs slaves to submit and do their best even in an
oppressive, unjust relationship, what implications does that have
for us in our relationship to authority?

Look back at Acts 4, the passage we began with.

/READ/ Acts4:23-31
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Q: In what ways do you see the church living out this posture of
willful submission toward one other in Acts 4?

- Caring for one another/meeting needs. Sacrificial generosity. Following
leadership of Apostles. Praying for one another/encouraging one another.

/APPLICATION/
Commit to spending 30 minutes this coming week evaluating your
relationships, and specifically ask God to show you where you need to
practice willful, obedient submission to someone else. Ideally, use a
journal and consider the following questions/suggestions as a guide
(continued on the next page):
Husbands?
Are you being the spiritual leader for your home that you?re called to?
Is your leadership characterized by love--the self-sacrificial love like
Christ demonstrated for the church?
What?s one way you can demonstrate willful submission to your spouse
this week?
Wives?
Are you trusting your husband to be the spiritual leader of your home?
Does your life communicate your desire to follow your spouse's lead?
What?s one way you can demonstrate willful submission to your spouse
this week?
Parents?
In what ways are you needlessly provoking your child(ren) to anger?
What?s one way you can demonstrate appropriate willful submission to
your child this week?
Find a specific time to sit and talk with your child, unhurried and
undistracted. Ask them these three questions and then just listen:
What?s something you?re excited about right now? What?s concerning
you right now? What?s one thing I could do for you right now?
Employees?
Is your work characterized by excellence in all ways, or do you cut
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corners or do as little as possible because you know you can get away
with it?
Would others say you go above and beyond what?s expected of you in
your workplace?
What?s one way you can demonstrate willful submission to your boss or
a co-worker this week?
Singles?
What relationships has God placed around you that need to become
spiritual family, rather than just mere friends?
What unique opportunities do you have to serve those around you
differently in this season of life?
What?s one way you can demonstrate willful submission to someone
else in your life this coming week?
Marrieds?
Find a specific time to sit and talk with your spouse, unhurried and
undistracted. Ask each other these three questions and then just listen:
What?s something you?re excited about right now? What?s concerning
you right now? What?s one thing I could do for you right now?
How could you create more of a spiritual family relationship with those
God has placed around you in your group or in your life? What?s a
tangible expression of your care for them you could do this week?
What?s one way you can demonstrate willful submission to one of those
single individuals this week?

Suggest ed Resources
Kingdom Calling, Amy Sherman
Sacred Marriage, Gary Thomas
The Sacred Search, Gary Thomas
Work Matters, Tom Nelson
You and Me Forever, Francis and Lisa Chan
Work as Worship Retreat - 1-day simulcast, Feb. 22, 2019
https://www.workasworshipretreat.org/
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/TAKINGNEWGROUND
IN PERSONALWITNESS/

We concluded last week?s discussion on relationships with a challenge to
spend some time evaluating your relationships and looking for
opportunities to demonstrate willful submission.

Q: Have someone share about an experience this week where you
were able to demonstrate willful submission to someone else. What
surprised you about it? What was the other person?s response?
What did you find awkward or challenging about doing this?

We?ve focused on Paul?s instruction on submission in Ephesians 5-6,
which he follows up with an exhortation to stand firm in the strength of
the Lord. To that end, by way of illustration, he instructs them to put on
the armor of God. The purpose for this is summarized in Ephesians
6:13: ?Therefore, take up the the whole armor of God, that you may be
able to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand firm.?
Going back to the early church in Acts 4, we see a great example of the
very thing Paul later instructs in Ephesians 6. In the face of opposition,
persecution, and threats, the first believers did not shrink away or flee,
rather they responded by standing firm. They did not pray for God to
change their circumstances, or remove the persecution or even for
protection; rather, they prayed for increased boldness in their witness!
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Let?s look again at Acts 4:23-31, the passage we started in for this study.
The context is: we see the church established in Acts 2 on the Day of
Pentecost. On that day the church began with a relatively small number
of Jesus? remaining followers. But from Pentecost forward you see
many, even thousands, being saved and becoming part of God?s church
(Acts 2:41, 47). We don?t know exactly how much time has elapsed
between the events of Acts 2 and the events of Acts 3-4, but we do
know this is the first recorded opposition the church has experienced in
its infancy. This was their first real test, so to speak! Would they scatter
and back down when confronted by the religious leader who not that
long before had been instrumental in securing Jesus?crucifixion?
Look one more time at how they responded to this intimidation and
forceful attempt to silence them.

/READ/ Acts4:23-31
Q: What stands out to you about their response in light of what
we?ve discussed related to submission?

In the face of opposition and persecution, they prayed for greater
boldness to keep talking about Christ! Their response demonstrates a
clear submission to God and submission to their calling as witnesses.

Q: Knowing that God was in control, they were content with his will,
whatever form it might take. How does their example challenge you
to face life and specifically witnessing situations differently?

God was faithful to answer their prayer, as we see the church did
continue to live boldly as witnesses to the Good News. Fast forward a
number of chapters in Acts and look at one of the results of their
boldness.
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/READ/ Acts17:1-7
Note what those opposed to Paul and Silas said about them in verse 6:
?These men who have turned the whole world upside down have come
here also? ? That?s a pretty significant statement! They?ve turned the
whole world upside down!

Q: What are the possible implications for what they meant?

- The impact of the early church was clearly known and recognized.
?Whole world?obviously didn?t mean the entire planet,but certainly referred
to the known Mediterranean Roman world.
They had likely experienced similar opposition/resistance in other places.

The impact the early church had was not just the words they spoke
(though important), but in the way they lived differently, as well.

Q: In what way did the early church ?turn the world upside down??
How did the early church impact their local community and social
norms of the day?

- They didn?t participate in idol worship,which was a significant part of the
economic system. They were peaceful. They cared for the needy and social
outcasts. They didn?t adhere to the common ethics. They valued people as
God?s creation.
We have to ask an honest question of self-evaluation...

Q: Would our community describe the impact of the members of
Pleasant Valley Baptist Church in similar terms to those in Acts 17?
Why or why not?
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Q: What is your greatest struggle in being a witness for Christ? Is it
fear, uncertainty, hypocrisy, lack of urgency?

- Push for honesty and identify the specific barriers

Q: What could we as a Community Group do to help each take new
ground in our personal witness? Spend some time brainstorming
specific, tangible, realistic ways you can help each other keep
personal evangelism as a central part of your normal group
rhythms.

- e.g.Make a point to ask for specific names of individuals your group members
are praying for and seeking opportunities to talk with (*see BLESSmethod
below).
In your group periodically do an evangelismstudy to help equip and motivate.
Be intentional about inviting unbelievers to join you for individual or group
social activities intended to build relationships.
Serve together regularly and look for opportunities to serve individuals that
your group members are already praying for and trying to reach.

/APPLICATION/
As individuals and a group, commit to practicing together the BLESS
method of evangelism. BLESS is an acronym for five simple, doable
practices in your relationships with those around you. As a group,
commit to do one of these practices each week.
Begin with prayer. Pray for boldness like the church in Acts 4 did!
Pray for God to make you aware of those around you.
Listen to the needs of those around you.
Eat a meal with your neighbors, coworkers or friends. A shared
meal communicates that you value them, and will often open the
door to building a relationship of deeper trust.
Serve others. Look for ways to be a servant and help meet the
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tangible needs of those around you.
Share your story of faith. Not a rehearsed script, but simply how
you?ve met Jesus and how He?s changed your life.
Intentionally and consistently doing these 5 practices is relational
evangelism at its best: blessing people and loving people in concrete
and practical ways that can help them take another step in the journey
toward Jesus!
End your time by praying for each other. Pray for specific individuals
who need Jesus and for boldness to be the witnesses we?re called to be.

Su ggest ed Resou r ces
Christians on the Job, David Goetsch - filled with practical ways to excel at
your work, yet not compromise your faith by most importantly setting a
Christ-like example: how you treat people, do your work, make
decisions, face adversity, solve problems, and conduct yourself.
Numerous examples.
The Gospel Comes with a House Key: Practicing Radically Ordinary Hospitality
in Our Post-Christian World, Rosaria Butterfield
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